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ABSTRACT QuEST (QUalia Exploitation of Sensing Technology) has recently been

focused on a theory of knowledge for situation understanding as supporting the

decision quality between a computer and human agent. To achieve QuEST,

numerous cross-discipline approaches are needed of which two include

information fusion and dynamic data driven application systems (DDDAS).  DDDAS

brings together theoretical modeling/simulation, instrumentation measurements,

applications algorithms and systems software.  As noted then, traditional

approaches to information and QuEST have developed many methods for

measurement and algorithms; however, the theoretical and systems software are

needed for future systems. In this talk, we (1) focus on the relations between

DDDAS, Information Fusion, and QUEST, (2) demonstrate a use case of

importance to the QuEST team in a user-defined operating picture, and (3) pose

challenges that surround the combined approaches.  The talk is supposed to be in

the spirit of the QuEST discussions in bringing a few ideas and posing a research

collaboration within the team.
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Other topics brought up this week of interest include and potential topics for

future meetings:

Autobiographical memory article in Feb issue of Sci Am

Stockham – 1972 IRE article

Computing with words – NLU is NOT equal to computing with qualia slides 63 …

Thinking chapter provided by Robert P

More on the NLU article from last week

News Articles

1. http://bgr.com/2014/01/29/mobile-malware-study-alcatel-lucent/

Study shows why we should fear mobile malware

By Zach Epstein on Jan 29, 2014 at 5:34 PM

Mobile malware has gone from an afterthought to a serious issue for smartphone

and tablet users seemingly overnight. More savvy consumers have known about

the threats presented by mobile malware for quite some time, but even they

don’t always protect themselves against various threats. Malware targeting

smartphones and tablets is getting more sophisticated, as we saw recently

when a researcher created screen logging software capable of tracking your

touchscreen swipes in order to steal PIN numbers, user names, passwords,

credit card numbers and anything else you might type into your phone.
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Now, a new study shows us why smartphone and tablet users need to start taking

mobile malware more seriously.

Mobile Software Learns Your Phone’s Habits to Catch New Malware

Zimperium believes its machine-learning approach to mobile security can outwit

hackers.

● By Rachel Metz on January 23, 2014

Why It Matters
As smartphones become ever more popular, we’ll need more ways to protect

them from digital attacks.

Threat watch: Zimperium’s enterprise security app, zIPS, uses machine learning

to detect new smartphone attacks.

A mobile security startup is launching software that learns how your smartphone

behaves in order to better spot and stop new security threats before they can

cause harm or spread to other handsets.

Today, San Francisco-based Zimperium unveiled its zIPS Android app (the “IPS”

stands for “intrusion prevention system”), which the company says uses machine

learning to watch how your smartphone normally acts and can spot strange

changes in its usage, enabling it to detect and prevent attacks, including those

that may strike via unprotected Wi-Fi networks. This kind of technique has long

been used to spot malware on PCs, but it becomes trickier on smartphones, which

can be exposed to ever-growing and changing security issues across different

wireless networks.

2. Narrative conference

This conference may be of interest to others in QuEST (computing with words;

situations as narratives).

Conference tracking in AFRL requires advanced planning so someone needs to

commit to this soon.  I am attempting to coauthor a paper with Ron related to

the abductive inference archicture we are framing up.

Submission deadline: Apr 4. CFP: 5th Computational Models of Narrative

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.technologyreview.com%2Fcontributor%2Frachel-metz%2F&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNGeeR0WPxVGMcMIaDoqU2mSIAdTmg
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.zimperium.com%2F&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNFhE0sm8xzl8ozW7BFKX07cBRbxvg


Workshop: The Neuroscience of Narrative

http://narrative.csail.mit.edu/cmn14/

"(CMN'14): This research workshop, organized by Minerva researcher Mark

Finlayson, aims to address key questions that advance our understanding of

narrative at multiple levels: from the psychological and cognitive impact of

narratives to our ability to model narrative responses computationally. The July

31-Aug 2 event in Québec City, Canada will be held in conjunction with annual

meetings of Cognitive Science Society, Artificial Intelligence, and Computational

Neuroscience.

...

The workshop will have a special focus on the neuroscience of narrative. Papers

should be relevant to issues fundamental to the computational modeling and

scientific understanding of narrative; we especially welcome papers relevant to

the neuroscientific and cognitive aspects of narrative. Neuroscientific or cognitive

psychological experimental work which may provide insights critical to

computational modeling is appropriate for this workshop, and is encouraged.

Discussing technological applications or motivations is not prohibited, but is not

required. We accept both finished research and more tentative exploratory

work."
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